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Embedding Key-Value Stores in Object and Database
Services

Abstract

Cloud storage is a storage model where data is stored through a cloud provider
that offers storage as a service with data durability, availability and security. All
data and configuration is held in the cloud and does not reside on the client
site. As technologies evolve, the size and amount of data that applications have
to work with is growing exponentially, data retrieval from the cloud impacts the
performance of applications.

In the world of High-performance computing (HPC), data needs to be retrieved
as quickly as possible in order to perform complex calculations at high speeds. Key-
value stores are ideal for HPC environments, since they offer high performance and
faster response time.

In this thesis we aim to offer the benefits of cloud storage in an HPC envi-
ronment. We implement two systems, H3 and MongoKreon. H3 is a High speed,
High Volume, and High Availability object store, providing object semantics over
a high-performance key-value store. MongoKreon is an integration layer between
MongoDB and a state-of-the-art key-value store, named Kreon. We describe the
design and implementation of each system in detail and present an evaluation
analysis, comparing H3 to MinIO and MongoKreon to Mongo-Rocks.





Ενσωμάτωση συστημάτων κλειδιού-τιμής σε

υπηρεσίες αντικειμένων και βάσεων δεδομένων

Περίληψη

Η αποθήκευση νέφους είναι ένα μοντέλο αποθήκευσης όπου τα δεδομένα αποθη-

κεύονται σε κάποιον πάροχο νέφους που προσφέρει αποθηκευτήκο χώρο ως υπηρεσία

με ανθεκτικότητα, διαθεσιμότητα και ασφάλεια δεδομένων. ΄Ολα τα δεδομένα και η

διαρρύθμιση τους διατηρούνται στο νέφος και δεν διαμένουν σε κάποια τοποθεσία του

πελάτη. Καθώς εξελίσσονται οι τεχνολογίες, το μέγεθος και η ποσότητα δεδομένων

που διαχειρίζονται οι εφαρμογές αυξάνονται εκθετικά, η ανάκτηση μεγάλου όγκου

δεδομένων επηρεάζει την απόδοση των εφαρμογών.

Στον κόσμο του υπολογισμού υψηλής απόδοσης (HPC) , τα δεδομένα πρέπει να
ανακτηθούν όσο το δυνατόν γρηγορότερα για την εκτέλεση περίπλοκων υπολογισμών

σε υψηλές ταχύτητες. Τα συστήματα αποθήκευσης κλειδιού-τιμής είναι ιδανικά για

περιβάλοντα HPC , καθώς προσφέρουν υψηλή απόδοση, και γρηγορότερο χρώνο ε-
κτέλεσης της εφαρμογής.

Σε αυτή τη διατριβή στοχεύουμε να προσφέρουμε τα οφέλη της αποθήκευσης

στο νέφος σε HPC περιβάλλοντα. Υλοποιούμε δυο συστήματα, το H3 και το Mon-
goKreon.Το Η3 είναι σύστημα υψηλής ταχύτητας, υψηλού όγκου και υψηλής διαθεσι-
μότητας δεδομένων, με σημασιολογία συστημάτων αποθήκευσης αντικειμένων, πάνω

από συστήματα κλειδιού-τιμής υψηλής απόδοσης. Το MongoKreon είναι ένα στρώμα
λογισμικού που ενώνει τη MongoDB με ένα υπερσύγχρωνο σύστημα κλειδιού-τιμής,
το οποίο ονομάζεται Kreon . Περιγράφουμε τον σχεδιασμό και την υλοποιήση κάθε
συστήματος λεπτομερώς και παρουσιάζουμε ανάλυση με τα αποτελέσματα απόδοσης

των συστημάτων, συγκρίνοντας τα με το MinIO και το Mongo-Rocks αντίστοιχα.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cloud storage is a storage model where data is stored through a cloud provider who
manages and operates storage as a service. It is delivered on demand with just-
in-time capacity and costs, and eliminates buying and managing your own storage
infrastructure. It can be delivered from a private or public cloud [26, 20, 8] or
locally hosted [18, 3]. Generally speaking, on-premises solutions are physically
located at an organisation’s site or in a hosting location of their choice. Cloud
solutions are hosted and delivered via an off-site cloud system, typically accessed
via a desktop or mobile browser. All data and configuration is held in the cloud and
does not reside on the client site. There are several fundamental requirements when
considering storing data in the cloud: durability, availability, and security. Data
should be redundantly stored, ideally across multiple facilities and multiple devices
in each facility. All data should be available when needed and ideally encrypted,
both at rest and in transit. There are multiple types of cloud data storage: object
storage, file storage, key-value storage and databases at the storage application
level and block storage at the lowest level. Each offers their own advantages and
have their own use cases.

Block storage splits data into blocks and stores them as separate pieces. Each
block of data is given a unique identifier, which allows a storage system to place the
smaller pieces of data wherever is most convenient. The data is stored without any
higher-level metadata, such as data format, type or ownership and is typically ac-
cessed by an operating system as a mounted drive volume, via device drivers. The
storage is often configured to decouple the data from the user’s environment and
spread it across multiple environments that can better serve the data. And then,
when data is requested, the underlying storage software reassembles the blocks of
data from these environments and presents them back to the user. Block storage
performs well when the content is highly modified and when it faces ”bursty” I/O
patterns, but typically requires an application or filesystem to decide how blocks
are accessed, combined, or modified.

File storage is a hierarchical storage methodology used to organize and store
data on a computer hard drive or on a network-attached storage (NAS) device. In
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

file storage, data is stored as files, the files are organized in folders, and the folders
are organized under a hierarchy of directories and subdirectories. Filesystems are
typically built on top of block based systems and have key metadata of files such
as attributes, times and dates, size, etc. Hierarchical file storage works well with
easily organized amounts of structured data. But, as the number of files grows,
the file retrieval process can become cumbersome and time-consuming. Scaling
requires adding more hardware devices or continually replacing existing devices
with higher-capacity devices, both of which can get expensive.

Object storage, also known as object-based storage, is a strategy that man-
ages and manipulates data storage as distinct units, called objects. These objects
are kept in a single namespace and are not ingrained in files inside other folders.
Instead, object storage combines the pieces of data that make up a file, adds all
its relevant metadata to that file, and attaches a custom identifier. This offers
a simpler hierarchy model compared to file storage. Object storage adds com-
prehensive metadata to the file, eliminating the tiered file structure used in file
storage, and places everything into a flat address space, called a storage pool, or
bucket. This metadata is key to the success of object storage in that it provides
deep analysis of the use and function of data in the storage pool. This type of
storage provides three key characteristics: shared access to data, heterogeneous
computing and dynamic scaling without interruption.

A database is an organized collection of structured information, or data, and is
usually controlled by a database management system (DBMS). Together, the data
and the DBMS, along with the applications that are associated with them, are
referred to as a database system, often shortened to just database. Data within
the most common types of databases in operation today is typically modeled in
rows and columns in a series of tables to make processing and data querying
efficient. The data can then be easily accessed, managed, modified, updated,
controlled, and organized. The two main types of modern databases to choose from
are relational and non-relational, also known as SQL or NoSQL. SQL databases
are known as relational databases, and have a table-based data structure, with a
strict, predefined schema required. NoSQL databases, or non-relational databases,
can be document based, graph databases, key-value pairs, or wide-column stores.
NoSQL databases don’t require any predefined schema, allowing you to work more
freely with unstructured data. Relational databases are vertically scalable, but
usually more expensive, since scalling up with higher-end equipment may be costly,
whereas the horizontal scaling nature of NoSQL databases is more cost-efficient.

In the view of High-performance computing (HPC), data needs to be retrieved
as quickly as possible in order to perform complex calculations at high speeds.
An HPC cluster consists of compute servers that are networked together. Each
server is called a node. The nodes in each cluster work in parallel with each other,
boosting processing speed to deliver high-performance computing. As technologies
evolve, the size and amount of data that organizations have to work with is growing
exponentially. For many purposes, such as streaming a live sporting event, track-
ing a developing storm, testing new products, or analyzing stock trends, the ability
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to process data in real time is crucial. To keep a step ahead of the competition,
organizations need fast, highly reliable IT infrastructure to process, store, and an-
alyze massive amounts of data. Key-value stores are ideal for HPC environments,
since they offer high performance, and faster application response.

A key-value store is a type of non-relational database that uses a simple key-
value method to store data. A key-value database stores data as a collection
of key-value pairs in which a key serves as a unique identifier. Both keys and
values can be anything, ranging from simple objects to complex compound objects.
The value is stored as a binary large object (blob) requiring no upfront data
modeling or schema definition. Key-value databases are highly partitionable and
allow horizontal scaling at scales that other types of databases cannot achieve.
Key-value stores scale out by implementing partitioning, in the sense that they
store data on more than one node, enabling replication and auto recovery. They
can scale up by maintaining the database in RAM and minimize the effects of
atomicity, consistency, isolation, durability (ACID) guarantees by avoiding locks,
latches and low-overhead server calls. In general, key-value stores typically have
no query language. They provide a way to store, retrieve and update data using
simple get, put and delete commands. The path to retrieve data is a direct request
to the object in memory or on disk. The simplicity of this model makes a key-value
store fast, easy to use, scalable, portable and flexible.

In this thesis we introduce the H3 service, a High speed, High Volume, and High
Availability system, which offers object storage semantics over a high-performance
key-value store. It provides a cloud-friendly interface, which is similar to the
Simple Storage Service (S3) of the Amazon Web Services (AWS). The service
aims to offer the benefits of Cloud Computing and HPC, in an on-premises data
storage, such as a local cluster of nodes. H3 offers support to Big Data and Machine
Learning applications through two significant platforms, Apache Spark [37] and
TensorFlow [1], as well as applications written in different programming languages
through function wrappers, and a FUSE layer. The service is backed by an efficient
key-value storage engine, named Kreon [29].

Kreon is a state-of-the-art key-value store that targets servers with flash-based
storage, where CPU overhead and I/O amplification are more significant bottle-
necks compared to I/O randomness. It uses a write optimized data structure that
is organized in N levels, similar to a Log-Structured Merge-Tree (LSM-Tree) [28],
where each level i acts as a buffer for the next level i+1. As LSM-Trees intro-
duce I/O amplification when the data is merged at each level, Kreon maintains a
B-tree [31] index per level, in order to reduce amplification.

In this work we also introduce MongoKreon, an integration layer between a
MongoDB [5] and Kreon. MongoDB is a document store that offers flexibility, with
the use of JSON-like documents, as its data model and also scalability, as it is a
distributed database at its core. The documents are grouped in collections, which
are conceptually the same as Relational Database Management System (RDBMS)
tables. In contrast to RDBMS tables, collections do not require its documents to
have the same schema. This allows documents within the same collection to have
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different sets of fields, and the data type for a field can differ across documents.
MongoDB is one of the most popular NoSQL stores [25] and is used in pro-

duction by many companies. Considering that the database supports the use of
pluggable storage engines, it is feasible to implement an integration layer between
the key-value store and MongoDB. This allows to evaluate Kreon at such a produc-
tion grade system, in order to see how it copes in real-life scenarios. Additionally,
since key-value stores typically don’t provide a query language, the integration
layer will allow Kreon to utilize MongoDB’s query language.

A module named Mongo-Rocks [27] implements the pluggable storage layer of
MongoDB. This component is an interface between the MongoDB and RocksDB [9],
a state-of-the-art key-value store, which also implements an LSM-Tree as its data
structure. Seeing that the two storage engines have similar API functions, it is
feasible to achieve integration between the module and Kreon.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2 we present the
implementation process of MongoKreon and two versions of the H3 system. Our
early approach of the service is focused around a REST Server. The current
version is an embedded C library that offers high performance. In Chapter 3 we
describe evaluation and experimental results of our systems and finally we present
conclusions and future work in Chapter 4.



Chapter 2

Design

In this chapter we present the design of the H3 system. We show the early version
of H3, which is a service that consists of a REST Server as the centerpiece of the
system, and the current version, which in an embedded C library. The service
provides a plugable interface to support various key-value stores, however in the
scope of this work we focus on utilizing an efficient key-value store, named Kreon,
as the back-end storage engine. Additionally, we present the architecture and
implementation process MongoKreon, an integration layer between the MongoDB
document store and Kreon.

2.1 H3

2.1.1 Restful H3

PostgreSQL

Redis, 
Kreon, 

Filesystem

H3 SDK
(Java,

Python, c)

CLI

User 
code

H3
API

Django 
Framework

REST ServerUser Applica�on Data Store

Metadata Store

Figure 2.1: Restful H3 architecture

Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of the early version of the H3 system, which
will thereafter be referred to as Restful H3 throughout the thesis. Restful H3 is a
data management infrastructure that provides object store semantics over different
key-value stores through a unified Application Programming Interface (API). The

5



6 CHAPTER 2. DESIGN

back-end of the service consists of a data server and a separate metadata server.
The front-end is implemented as a Representational State Transfer (REST) server,
which interacts with the back-end through the Restful H3 API. Furthermore, the
service provides Software Development Kits (SDKs) in various programming lan-
guages, which can be used in applications, and a Command Line Interface (CLI)
utility, which communicates directly with the REST server. All communication
between applications and the REST server is over Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP), which is similar to a typical cloud-based storage provider.

The service features a flat organization scheme, where each data object is
linked to a globally unique identifier named bucket. Conceptually, buckets can be
viewed as file folders, which can organize and control access to the data, but unlike
directories and folders, buckets cannot be nested. Restful H3 ensures that each
object can only be associated with a singular bucket, and buckets are unique per
service and Domain Name System (DNS) compliant.

Access control is implemented by associating buckets with a single user-group.
A group may consist of many users, allowing users that are members of the same
group to share data. All access to the back-end store is made with respect to
a bucket, thus transitively acting as a coarse grain access control for the linked
objects.

The typical use case is to create a group, create some users for the group and
one or more buckets. Once a user is logged-in, the user has full access to the group
buckets and their contents. Prior to logging-in the user is not be able to access the
store. Deleting a group has a cascading effect on the users, the buckets and their
contents. In the paragraphs below, we describe each component of Figure 2.1.

As the data server of the back-end we use Redis [21], an open source distributed
in-memory key-value store. We choose Redis as the the data store due to its pop-
ularity in the industry and its ease of deployment in the service. To integrate the
key-value store with the Restful H3 service, we implement the key-value interface
which is provided through the Restful H3 API. It is worth noting that the back-end
data store is plugable, meaning that any key-value store can be utilized, as long
as the methods of the interface are implemented, as seen in Table 2.1.

For the metadata server we use PostgreSQL [16], an open-source relational
database management system (RDBMS). The metadata we store for the H3 ser-
vice can be organized in two categories, access control and object management.
To enforce access control we maintain the mappings of each bucket with the user-
group that created it and which objects are linked with each bucket. As objects
may be partitioned and mapped to many key-values in the back-end store, we
store information about the total size of the object for faster retrieval, instead of
scanning the key-value store and aggregating the size of the mapped key-values.
Furthermore, since we support a multipart API, which allows the users to store
large objects in partitions, we store all active multiparts in the metadata server,
until the multipart is complete, or aborted. Once the multipart operation is com-
plete, the object has the same behavior as a regular object, thus the multipart
metadata are no longer needed.
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Method Description

read(key) Return the value of specified
key.

write(key, value) Write key-value to store.

read range(key, offset, size) Read up to ’size’ bytes of key-
value, starting at ’offset’.

write range(key, offset, value) Write given value to specified
key, starting at ’offset’.

update(key, value) Update specified key with
’value’.

append(key, value) Append ’value’ onto existing
value of specified key

delete(key, value) Delete key-value from store.

exists(key) Lookup if key-value exists in
store.

stat(key) Return the size of value.

rename(key, newKey) Rename existing key into
’newKey’.

copy(key, newKey) Copy existing key-value into
’newKey’.

list(prefix) Retun list of key-values that
match specified prefix.

Table 2.1: Restful H3 Key-Value Store Interface
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The Restful H3 API is implemented as a Python library which provides a
minimal set of data access and key-filtering operations. The API categorized into
five different sections based on their functionality: User Management, Bucket,
Data, File and Multipart. To ensure data privacy, a token must be specified
in each operation. The token consists of the user’s group identification encoded
in Base64 [19] format. The specific encoding is used to easily transfer the token
information through the network, between the REST server and the various SDKs.

The API supports typical bucket operations, such as creating, listing, and
deleting buckets. The data management operations include reading or writing
objects to or from H3 respectively, as well as copying, renaming, listing, and
deleting objects from the back-end.

Stores typically impose value size limitations in order to optimize performance.
For example, Redis imposes a limit size of 512MB [22]. H3 partitions large user-
objects into smaller parts in order to support these limitations. The partition size
can be configured per key-value store in favor of increasing the performance of the
store. Restful H3 combines bucket and partition information along with the user
supplied object key to form unique keys for each object that exists in the key-value
store.

The File API allows the user to view the objects as files. The prevalent use case
is to open an object, seek to the offset to write or read, and then close the object.
When a user opens an object, they receive a handle to the object. The handle
consists of the name of the object, the bucket that holds the object, the current
offset into the value of the object, the size of the range that will be written or read,
and a flag to indicate whether the handle is valid or not. Once all operations are
complete, the user may close the object and can no longer perform file operations,
until the object is reopened as a file.

The Multipart API enables the user to partition large objects in smaller parts.
It can also be used to copy existing objects as parts of the multipart object, ag-
gregating a number of objects into a larger one. The Multipart operation is a
three-step process: The user initiates a multipart upload, they upload the large
object as parts, and after they have uploaded all the parts, they complete the
multipart upload. When a user initiates a multipart upload, they receive a mul-
tipart ID, which is a unique identifier for the multipart object. The multipart ID
must be included in every method that is supported by the Multipart API, such
as listing the parts of an in-progress multipart operation. When uploading a part,
in addition to the multipart ID, the user must specify a part number. The number
uniquely identifies a part and its position in the object that is being uploaded.
Once the multipart operation is complete, H3 creates an object by concatenating
the parts in ascending order based on the part number and the parts no longer
exist. The object can then be accessed as any other object in the user’s bucket.

The complete Restful H3 API can be viewed in Appendix A.
The REST server communicates with the various SDKs and the back-end of

the service. A REST server is required due to the fact that we provide SDKs in
different programming languages and required a unified layer of abstraction over
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the Restful H3 library. We implement the server with the use of Django [12], a
Python-based, open-source web framework, that encourages rapid development
and clean, pragmatic design. The framework features its own web server, which
handles all Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests and responses, therefore
we focus on implementing the functionality of the basic REST methods: Create,
Read, Update, Delete (CRUD).

Data 
Store

User Applica�on

H3 
API

createBucket
view func�on

REST Server

Django 
Framework

createBucket

HTTP PUT server/mybucket

Metadata 
Store

Figure 2.2: Example of bucket creation

When the server receives a request, it dispatches the request to a view function.
A view function, or view for short, is a Python function that takes a web request
and returns a web response. The view itself contains all logic necessary that
links the H3 API to the REST methods. The view that is selected is decided by
mappings between Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) and the view functions. For
example, a URL that contains only a bucket resource, is mapped to a bucket view,
as seen in Figure 2.2. To ensure access control, each request that the server receives
must carry a token, which validates the credentials of the user. In order to facilitate
the logic required to map the Restful H3 API to a specific functionality, a request
may contain headers that provide additional information to views. Figure 2.3
shows the pseudocode of reading an object. A user may retrieve an object as
whole, or a range of bytes within the object. They can specify the range to retrieve
in the request’s header. If the header doesn’t exist in the request, the object is
read fully.

The framework also features an administration web page, which we use for user
management. An administrator of the service can create new groups, approve user
registrations, or delete them. All information for user management is stored in the
back-end metadata store.

Furthermore, we implement a utility web page, which allows users to register
to an existing group, or sign-in to list the buckets that they have access to, and
the objects that are linked to each bucket.

A user can access the service through their applications with the use of the
various Software Development Kits. We provide SDKs for the programming lan-
guages C, Python and Java. The user utilizes the H3 service through the REST
server transparently, in sense that each SDK communicates with the server inter-
nally and only exposes the same APIs as the H3 library. The user is able to access
the objects as if they were local objects rather than having to explicitly download
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def get(request, BucketName, ObjectName):
# Extract information from headers
request token = request.headers.get(’token’)
request range = request.headers.get(’Range’)
...
if request range is None:

value = H3Client.Get(request token, BucketName, ObjectName)
else:

handle = H3Client.Open(request token, BucketName, ObjectName)
# offset and size are extracted from the request range variable
H3Client.Seek(handle, offset)
value = H3Client.Read(handle, size)

...
return Response(value, HTTP OK)

Figure 2.3: Pseudocode of reading an object from REST Server

or upload them. Additionally, the SDKs support a file stream and management
API enabling a user to treat H3 as a file-system. Specifically, the user is able to or-
ganize objects as files into logical nested directories, and perform typical directory
operations such as move, copy, list.

The Command Line Interface, named h3cli, is a utility tool which supports the
basic operations of the H3 API, such as creating a bucket or writing an object to
the back-end, and is primarily used for demonstration and testing purposes. If
the H3 service is running locally in the same node as the application, both h3cli
and the Python SDK can interface directly with the H3 library, without the need
to communicate with the REST server, since they are implemented in the same
programming language as the H3 library.

2.1.2 H3lib

The software stack of the current H3 version is shown in Figure 2.4. We refer to this
version as H3lib throughout this thesis. The software stack consists of the storage
back-end layer, the H3 library, a layer of wrapper functions that map to Java and
Python programming languages, a layer of plugins that integrate applications of
different frameworks to H3lib, a FUSE layer, and a command line interface. A user
may opt to utilize H3 in their application by either altering their application code
in order to integrate the application with H3, or use the FUSE layer, without any
code alteration. Each component of the software stack is described throughout
this section.

H3lib is a thin, stateless, embedded library written in C programming language,
that provides object semantics on top of a high-performance key-value store - a
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Figure 2.4: H3lib Software stack

typical service deployed in HPC and Big Data environments. By transitioning
from a REST based service to an embedded library in an application, we expect
applications to enjoy much faster data operations and, if the key-value store is
distributed, to easily scale out across nodes. In the later case, the object service
is not provided centrally, but everywhere on the cluster. By removing the REST
server, we eliminate HTTP serialization and network round trip overheads.

The key-value store provides a much richer set of data query and manipulation
primitives, in contrast to a typical block device. It can handle arbitrary value sizes,
scan keys, which can return all keys starting with a prefix, operate on multiple
keys in a single transaction, etc. H3lib takes advantage of those primitives in order
to minimize code complexity and exploit any optimizations done in the key-value
layer.

The library provides the same flat organization scheme as the Restful H3 ser-
vice, where each data object is linked to a globally unique identifier, named bucket.
In essence, H3lib implements a translation layer between the object namespace and
a key-value store, similar to how a filesystem provides a hierarchical namespace of
files on top of a block device. However, there are major differences, as described
below.

The buckets can only include data files, not special files that usually incor-
porated in a traditional filesystem, such as links, or sockets. Additionally, the
object namespace is pseudo hierarchical, meaning there is no real hierarchy im-
posed. Object names can contain forward slashes as a delimiter, which constitutes
the concept of a folder, as a means of grouping objects. The list object operation
supports a prefix parameter to return all respective objects that match the prefix.
For example, a user may have two objects in a bucket, named notes/csd.txt and
notes/forth.txt. The user is able to list the objects that match the prefix notes,
and retrieve the two objects that share the same prefix, effectively providing the
notion of a folder.

The complete H3lib API can be viewed in Appendix B.

Table 2.2 shows the metadata that H3lib stores in the back-end. In contrast to
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User Metadata

nBuckets Number of buckets

bucket[] List of buckets

Bucket Metadata

userId The name of the user

creation Creation time of the bucket

Part Metadata

number Partition number

subnumber Sub-partition number

size The size of the part

offset The offset of the part inside the object

Object Metadata

isBad Flag that indicates if the object is corrupt

uuid A Universally Unique Identifier of the ob-
ject

creation Creation time of the object

lastAccess The last time the object was read

lastModification The last time the data of object were mod-
ified

lastChange The last time the metadata were modified

mode Ownership and permission attributes.
uid The attributes are added for the FUSE
gid layer

nParts The number of parts that comprise the ob-
ject

part[] The list of parts that comprise the object

Multipart Metadata

userId The name of the user

objectId The name of the object

Table 2.2: H3lib Metadata
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the initial RESTful version of H3, the metadata storage is not necessarily decoupled
from the data. In fact, in the current version, both are stored in a key-value store.
H3lib provides an interface of metadata methods that need to be implemented
from the backend. The interface requires basic read, write, delete and lookup
operations. A user defined backend may opt to serve data and metadata from
different stores, in this work we implement a Kreon plugin, which stores data and
metadata in the same back-end store.

Every component in H3lib has associated metadata. Each user has access only
to specific buckets, therefore, to ensure access control, it is required to keep a
record of the correlation between users and buckets. We store as user metadata
the number of buckets that the user has access to, and a list of the bucket names.
As bucket metadata we store the time the bucket is created and the user that
created it. Furthermore, the data of objects consist of a single or multiple parts
of variable size. We assume that the key-value backend may have size limits on
either keys or values thus H3 will automatically break oversized values into an
appropriate number of smaller parts. Therefore, we store the number and list of
parts that comprise the object, and statistics about when the object was last read,
modified and the last time the object’s metadata were modified. We store as part
metadata the partition and sub-partition number, the size, and the offset of the
part inside the object. The partition numbers indicate the order of the parts inside
the object. The metadata of a multipart object consist of the user that created
it and the object name that is given to it, in order to ensure that only the user
that initiated the multipart is able to complete or abort the operation. Once the
multipart is complete, it appears as the given object name.

To avoid resizing values for object metadata very often, we allocate metadata
in duplicates of a batch size, where each batch may hold information for several
data parts. The same applies to user metadata for storing bucket names.

Each user, bucket, object, part, and multipart in H3 has a unique name iden-
tifier corresponding to a key in the backend holding its metadata. User keys are
formulated by concatenating the character ’@’ and the user name , for example
@Carv. Bucket keys are mapped directly as the bucket names. Object keys are
produced by concatenating the bucket name, a forward slash and the full object
name, for example mybucket/csd.txt. There are no limitations on the characters
that can be used for object names. Bucket names cannot include forward slashes
and must be Domain Name System compliant. The limitation of DNS compliancy
is explained in Section 4.1.

By storing object names as keys, we are able to use the key-value’s scan oper-
ation to implement object listings. We expect the backend to provide an option
to disallow overwriting keys if they already exist, to avoid race conditions when
creating resources. If the backend has a limited key size, a respective limitation
applies to name identifier lengths. Since most object stores implement the re-
name operation by copying and then deleting the original object, we assume the
renaming of an object to be handled optimally by the back-end.

We store the data parts of each object under a Universally Unique Identifier
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(UUID) [30]. The UUID is a 16-byte random value, making part identifiers inde-
pendent of their parent object thus enabling fast rename operations, considering
that a rename operation must be performed only on the key that holds the object’s
metadata, instead of each data part. The UUID is generated when the object is
initially created. The object’s data parts are encoded as keys following the format
’ <UUID>#i’ where i signifies that it is the i-th part of the object.

We handle multipart data writes as special types of objects, which exist in the
namespace that results from concatenating the bucket name with marker $ and the
object name, in sense that object a that is linked to bucket mybucket exists under
the namespace mybucket$a The UUID of the object key is generated when the
multipart operation is initiated. Parts provided by the user that exceed the max-
imum value size, can themselves be broken into internal parts, thus it is possible
to have a second level of data segmentation, encoded in keys as ’ <UUID>#i.j’.
When a multipart object is complete, it is moved to the standard object space,
by renaming the metadata key and replacing the special marker $ with a forward
slash.

Key Value

@Giorgos < user metadata >

csd < bucket metadata >

csd/thesis.pdf < object metadata >

_d9e24d7ac88e4f5b#0 < first data part >

_d9e24d7ac88e4f5b#1 < second data part >

_d9e24d7ac88e4f5b#2 < third data part >

Applica�on code 
of user Giorgos

H3lib

Applica�on

CreateBucket(handle, token, csd)
CreateObject(handle, token, csd, thesis.pdf, data, 3MB)

Key-value store

Figure 2.5: Example of object to key mapping

Figure 2.5 demonstrates how each component of h3lib is mapped to the back-
end key space. In this example, an application of user ’Giorgos’ utilizes H3lib and
creates an object named ’thesis.pdf’ of size 3 MB and stores it under the bucket
’csd’. Initially the user performs a create bucket operation, that creates key csd
in the back-end of H3lib containing the bucket’s metadata, which is the creation
time of the bucket and the user’s name. Since the user doesn’t already exist in the
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(a) Create Object

bucket metadata = get(key=bucket id)
if bucket metadata.user id != user id: abort
if exists(key=object id): abort
create(key=object id, value=object metadata)
put(key=object part id, offset, length, data) (one or more)
if error: object metadata.is bad = true, abort
update object metadata timestamps
put(key=object id, value=object metadata)

(b) Read Object

object metadata = get(key=object id)
if object metadata.is bad: abort
if user id != object metadata.user id: abort
get(key=object part id, offset, length) (one or more)
update object metadata timestamps
put(key=object id, value=object metadata)

(c) List objects

bucket metadata = get(key=bucket id)
if user id != bucket metadata.user id: abort
scan(prefix=bucket id + ’/’)
produce list from results

Figure 2.6: H3lib object operations outline

key-value store, the user name is mapped as key @Giorgos which holds the user’s
metadata, in this case a list that contains only the bucket that was created. After
the operation is complete, the user performs a create object operation. A new key
csd/thesis.pdf is created, with the object’s metadata. The initial metadata consist
of the number of parts that comprise the object, the total size, the user’s name,
and a UUID that is generated during the operation, in this case d9e24d7ac88e4f5b.
Once the object metadata are written, the value of the object is split into three
parts, assuming that the size limitation imposed by the key-value store is 1 MB
per value. For each part i written, a key d9e24d7ac88e4f5b#i is created, with
value a segment of the object’s data. After all parts are written, we update the
object metadata with a list of the part keys created.

Figure 2.6 outlines in pseudocode how H3lib object operations are implemented
with key-value back-end functions. A create object operation results in two meta-
data reads at the back-end, one or more data writes, and two metadata writes.
When a user creates a new object, we need to ensure that the user has access to
the corresponding bucket, and that the object does not already exist. We create
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a new metadata key for the object name before writing any data, to avoid race
conditions between other create operations with the same object name. Once we
ensure the user’s access is valid, we partition the object’s value into many data
parts, depending on the imposed part size limit. As a result, at least one data
write will occur in the back-end. In the event that an error arises, we mark that
the object as corrupt and discontinue the data writes. Once the write operations
are complete or aborted, we update the object’s metadata, such as timestamps and
the list of the data parts that were written, and perform a metadata put operation
in the back-end.

A read object operation results in one metadata read, one or more data reads,
and a metadata write. When a user reads an object from H3lib, we need to ensure
that they have access to it, and that the object to be read is not corrupt. We avoid
reading additional bucket metadata, due to the fact that the object metadata also
contains the user that created it. At least one data read operation will take place,
depending on how many parts comprise the object’s value. After the object read
operation is complete, we update the object’s last read timestamp and perform a
metadata put operation.

The list object operation performs one metadata get, and a scan operation.
We retrieve the bucket metadata for access control. Since object names are stored
under the same prefix, which is the bucket name that holds these objects, we
perform a scan operation with the bucket name as the prefix to retrieve all objects.
Once the scan is complete we produce the object listing into a buffer, from the
result of the scan.

The software stack above H3lib comprises a layer of API wrappers that map
native methods of the library to methods of other programming languages, and
plugins. We provide plugins for two significant platforms, TensorFlow and Apache
Spark, thereby allowing Machine Learning and Big Data applications to utilize
H3lib.

Since H3lib is written in C, only applications that share the same program-
ming language can utilize the library. We implement wrapper functions in Java
and Python, in order to provide a larger set of applications access to H3lib. In this
version of the H3 service, we do not employ a REST server to communicate with
other programming languages. Java wrapper functions access the store natively,
with the use of Java Native Access (JNA) [11]. JNA is a library that provides
java programs easy access to native shared libraries without using the Java Native
Interface [23]. The Python wrapper functions are implemented as a Python ex-
tension module. To support extensions, the Python API defines a set of functions,
macros and variables that provide access to most aspects of the Python run-time
system. Furthermore, we provide client libraries on top of the wrapper functions
for each programming language, as the wrappers expose internal details that are
not required to be known to the end user.

TensorFlow is an open source library for numerical computation and large-
scale machine learning. TensorFlow bundles together a slew of machine learning
and deep learning models and algorithms. It uses Python to provide a convenient
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front-end API for building applications with the framework, while executing those
applications in high-performance C++. We implement a TensorFlow plugin, with
the use of a module, named TensorFlow IO [34], which is an extension package
that encompasses IO support for a collection of file systems and file formats that
are not available in TensorFlow’s built-in support. The plugin allows the use of
H3lib as the storage back-end for TensorFlow instead of the local filesystem.

Apache Spark is a data processing framework that can quickly perform pro-
cessing tasks on very large data sets, and can also distribute data processing tasks
across multiple nodes of a cluster. In order to implement the Spark plugin, we
require a Spark connector, which enables interaction between Spark and H3lib.
We opted not to take the path of creating a Spark connector, since it required
to implement many internal components of Spark, and there is no documenta-
tion provided for connectors. We follow the approach of Amazon’s Simple Storage
Service (S3) [26] connector, named s3a [14]. Amazon S3 is a scalable, high-speed,
web-based cloud storage service, which is designed for online backup and archiving
of data. The s3a connector is essentially a client for Apache Hadoop [36], which
connects Spark with Amazon S3. Hadoop is an open-source software framework
for storing data and running applications on clusters of commodity hardware.

We implement a Hadoop plugin, with the use of Hadoop’s Filesystem API.
The methods that were required are shown in Table 2.3. This approach pro-
vides easier integration with Spark applications, since only the Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI) needs to be changed when accessing or writing data. For ex-
ample, a user may want to access data from Amazon S3 which is located at
s3a://mybucket/mydata. To access the data from H3lib which is located at the
same path, the user only needs to alter the schema to h3://mybucket/mydata. Ad-
ditionally, as the plugin is implemented through the Filesystem API of Hadoop,
it allows both Spark and Hadoop applications to utilize H3lib. Considering that
the Hadoop framework is written in Java, we use the Java wrapper of H3lib, to
integrate it with the system.

In addition to the function wrappers and plugins, we implement a filesystem
layer on top of H3lib with the use of Filesystem in Userspace (FUSE) [32]. FUSE
is an interface for user-space programs to export a filesystem to the Linux kernel.
The FUSE project consists of two components: the FUSE kernel module and the
libfuse userspace library. The library provides the reference implementation for
communicating with the FUSE kernel module. It allows non-privileged users to
create their own filesystems in user-space without editing kernel code. The FUSE
module provides a bridge to the actual kernel interfaces.

The FUSE framework provides a collection of filesystem operations [24], which
work very similarly to the well known UNIX file system operations. All methods
are optional, but some are essential for a useful filesystem. We provide H3FUSE,
a filesystem layer on top of H3lib, which implements a subset of FUSE’s filesystem
operations. Considering that file attributes are an integral part of filesystems, we
include a minimal set of attributes, such as file access permissions and ownership,
which are included in H3lib as part the object’s metadata. Table 2.4 shows the
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getUri Return a URI which identifies
the FileSystem.

open Open an Input Stream at the
indicated path.

create Create an Output Stream at
the indicated path.

append Append to an existing file (op-
tional operation).

rename Rename a source file to desti-
nation file.

delete Delete a file.

listStatus List the statuses of the
files/directories in the given
path, if the path is a directory.

setWorkingDirectory Set the current working direc-
tory for the given FileSystem.

getWorkingDirectory Get the current working direc-
tory for the given FileSystem.

mkdirs Make the given path a direc-
tory. Has roughly the seman-
tics of mkdir -p.

getFileStatus Return a file status object of
the given path.

Table 2.3: Hadoop FileSystem API

supported operations of H3FUSE.

The filesystem layer aims to provide applications the ability to utilize H3lib,
without the need to alter their application code. Since this layer offers file opera-
tions, the file API provided in Restful H3 is no longer required. Considering that
the FUSE framework imposes overheads that greatly affect performance [35], the
user is required to take into consideration the trade-off between ease of use and
performance. The primary purpose of the filesystem layer is to support legacy
applications that are no longer maintained and, consequently, cannot be altered.
Furthemore, H3FUSE is utilized by a Container Storage Interface (CSI) plugin
that allows using H3lib in Kubernetes [17], an open-source system for automating
deployment, scaling, and management of containerized applications.

Additionally, we provide utility applications for H3lib. We implement a com-
mand line interface, named h3cli, which is integrated to the system the use of the
python wrapper functions, and a performance testing tool, named h3-benchmark.
The benchmark is based on Wasabi Technologies’ s3-benchmark [33] and is used
to perform PUT, GET and DELETE operations on objects. Since s3-benchmark
is implemented in GO programming language, we create wrapper functions over
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Operation Description

getattr Retrieve file attributes.

mknod Create a file node.

mkdir Create a directory.

unlink Remove a file.

rmdir Remove a directory.

rename Rename a file.

chmod Change the permission bits of
a file.

chown Change the owner and group
of a file.

truncate Change the size of a file.

open Open a file.

read Read data from an open file.

write Write data to an open file.

flush Possibly flush cached data.

fsync Synchronize file contents.

release Released an open file.

readdir Read a directory.

init Initialize filesystem.

destroy Clean up filesystem.

access Check file access permissions.

create Create and open a file.

copy file range Copy a range of data from one
file to another.

Table 2.4: H3FUSE Operations
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H3lib for the performance testing tool.

2.2 MongoKreon

To accomplish the integration between Kreon and MongoDB, we take advantage
of the Mongo-Rocks module, since it’s the component that ties RocksDB and
MongoDB together. Due to the fact that the two key-value stores have a similar
API, it is possible to substitute the initial storage engine by applying minimal
modifications.

It is crucial to keep the Mongo-Rocks module intact for the sake of avoiding
modifications to MongoDB, since it would change the original behavior of the
document store. By modifying the database, it would be incorrect to evaluate the
performance of Kreon compared to the already built in key-value stores, meaning
that we would be comparing two different databases.

To achieve the goal of integrating Kreon, an intermediate layer between Mongo-
Rocks and the engine is needed. With the addition of this layer, the module has
no knowledge that the underlying storage engine has changed, and as a result no
modification of the Mongo-Rocks code is required.

MongoDB

MMongoRocks

RocksDB MongoKreon

Kreon

Ini�al System Final System

Figure 2.7: Software stack of the system

Figure 2.7 shows the architecture of the system before and after we create the
intermediate layer.

MongoDB is the largest component in the system. It handles all queries before
passing them down to the underlying storage engine. Furthermore, it is accompa-
nied by a shell application that connects to the database. The mongo shell is an
interactive JavaScript interface that can be used to query and update data as well
as perform administrative operations.
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The next component is the Mongo-Rocks module. This is the integration layer
that handles the initialization of the storage engine and ties together the required
functions of the database with RocksDB.

Additionally, the RocksDB engine is the last component in the initial system,
as seen in Figure 2.7. It only appears in the system before any modification is
applied.

An other component that is added after some modifications is the interface layer
that connects Mongo-Rocks with Kreon. In its early stages it consists of empty
RocksDB functions. This layer is described thoroughly in this section below.

The last component of the system is the key-value store Kreon. It connects
with Mongo-Rocks through the interface layer, completing the queries that are
served through MongoDB. The integration layer and Kreon are components of the
final system, as shown in Figure 2.7.

It is also worth noting the tool that builds the whole system. SCons [13] is a
software construction tool that uses Python scripts to configure dependencies and
how the software needs to be built. SCons is an Open Source software construction
tool, that is a cross-platform substitute for the classic Make utility. This tool uses
Python scripts as configuration files which are provided by MongoDB and Mongo-
Rocks in order to build the system.

The initial step to create the intermediate layer is to be able to compile Mon-
goDB and Mongo-Rocks without the use of the RocksDB library. This is ac-
complished by using an empty library acting as RocksDB. With this procedure,
besides being able to compile the whole system without the actual library, we gain
the knowledge of which functions of RocksDB are required by the module.

The required functions need to be implemented so as to be able to complete the
compilation of the system. These functions are therefore used as the intermediate
layer that serves the purpose of connecting Mongo-Rocks with Kreon. In other
words, this layer is used as an interface between the module and the storage engine.
In its early stages, is just a stand-in layer that consists of empty functions.

As the foundation of the interface has been created, the next goal is to connect
the interface with Kreon. In order to map each operation of Kreon to MongoDB,
queries are issued through the mongo shell to discover the path of each operation.
It is then possible to add Kreon specific code to the mapped empty function for
each required operation. In our case, the main operations needed are inserts,
lookups and range queries.

While having the knowledge of the path of each operation, information about
the key-value pairs is still needed in order to issue correct queries.

The key-value pair is passed along the path from MongoDB until the empty
functions of the interface. These pairs are converted into instances of the RocksDB
Slice type. A Slice is a simple structure that includes a length and a pointer to an
external byte array that contains the KV-pair.

With the use of MongoDB queries, two paths for the insert operation were
found. The first path is the traditional Put operation, which is implemented in
the DB class of RocksDB. The second path is through the WriteBatch class and is
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used for two purposes. Initially, it allows atomic operations by holding a sequence
of operations to be made to the database and then applying them in order. The
second use of the WriteBatch class is to speed up bulk updates by placing lots
of individual mutations in the same batch. In our case, both paths are treated
equally and are mapped to the same insert operation of Kreon.

The Get operation is served only through one code path. This operation is also
implemented in the DB class of Rocksdb and is mapped to one lookup operation
of Kreon.

As an optimization, a bloom filter was added to these operations, due to the fact
that each insert operation is preceded by a lookup operation. The get operation is
required to avoid having duplicate keys inserted in a collection. The bloom filter
that was used is named Cuckoo Filter[10], which supports dynamic insertion and
deletion of items while retaining the space efficiency of traditional bloom filters.

Range scans were more complex to connect, considering that a large part of
the operation is handled by MongoDB, with the use of a cursor structure. Since
RocksDB uses an iterator to accomplish a range query, it is up to Mongo-Rocks to
connect these two components. Thus, when a range query is issued, the module
receives an iterator from the storage engine, which is then converted to a cursor
and passed on to MongoDB.

An iterator implementation is required to connect the module with Kreon scan
functions. The same methodology as above was applied: a stand-in RocksDB
iterator was created to discover which iterator functions needed to be mapped to
Kreon scan functions, and then were added to the appropriate function, thus there
was no need to modify the Mongo-Rocks module, since it receives a proper iterator
and is able to complete the query.
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Evaluation

In this chapter we evaluate H3 against MinIO [18] and MongoDB with two dif-
ferent modules, Mongo-Rocks and MongoKreon. MinIO is an open-source, high-
performance object storage server, for machine learning, analytics and application
data workloads. Mongo-Rocks is the module that integrates RocksDB with Mon-
goDB. Our goal is to examine the following:

1. What is the performance achieved by H3, compared to a production grade
object store?

2. How much is the overhead of H3 when we use H3FUSE?

3. What is the performance achieved by Spark applications when they utilize
H3?

4. How much does Kreon improve the performance and efficiency of MongoDB?

In the following sections we discuss our methodology and evaluation results in
detail.

3.1 H3

H3 Performance comparison. Figure 3.1 shows a performance comparison
between H3 and MinIO. As client applications we use Wasabi Technologies’ s3-
benchmark for MinIO, and h3-benchmark for H3, which is an altered version of
s3-benchmark that embeds H3lib. We use Kreon as the back-end storage for H3,
which runs on each server node. When we run s3-benchmark, we use MinIO on
each server node. The benchmarking tools perform PUT, GET and DELETE
operations sequentially, for a specified duration. In this work we evaluate the
PUT and GET object performance of these systems and each benchmark stage
runs for 60 seconds.

Our testbed consists of four server nodes and four separate client nodes. Each
server is equipped with two Intel(R) Xeon(r) Processor E5-2620 v2 CPUs running

23
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at 2.1 GHz with 6 physical cores and 12 hyper-threads, for a total of 24 hyper-
threads, and DDR3 RAM with capacity of 128 GB running at 1333 MHz. They
run on Centos 7.3 with Linux kernel 4.4.182. As storage, the servers use a Samsung
NVMe SSD 960 EVO 250 GB each, summing up to 1 TB of storage. Each client
is equipped with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v3 running at 2.4 GHz with
8 physical cores and 16 hyper-threads, for a total of 32 hyper-threads, and DDR4
RAM with capacity of 256 GB running at 2400 MHz. They run on Centos 7.3 with
Linux kernel 3.10. The servers and clients communicate over a RDMA-capable
56 Gbps network, thus the maximum network throughput that can be achieved
per link is 7 GB/s, and 28 GB/s in total.

The performance of each drive was measured using the dd command. dd is
a unix tool used to perform bit-by-bit copy of data from one file to another. It
provides options to control the block size of each read and write. We measure a
single NVMe drive’s write and read performance with 16 MB block size, a total
of 64 block copies, and with the O DIRECT option to perform direct I\O. We
achieve 1.5 GB/s of write performance and 3.3 GB/s of read performance for each
drive, and a combined total of 6 GB/s and 13.2 GB/s write and read performance
respectively. Taking into consideration the device and network maximum through-
put, we note that the object stores are bound by the storage device and cannot
exceed 6 GB/s for write operations and 13.2 GB/s for read operations.

Figure 3.1a demonstrates the performance of the systems as the object size
increases. We use a single thread per client to create less load and focus on the
behavior of the systems for the varying object sizes. We observe that H3 performs
from 1.47× to 4× higher throughput for PUT operations and from 1.27× to 8.2×
higher throughput for GET operations. We notice that both systems perform
better as the object size increases, since smaller objects lead to more PUT and
GET operations for the duration of the benchmark, which amplifies each system’s
overheads. Furthermore, in the case of H3, we observe a small drop in performance
in GET operations as the object’s size increases. When an object is partitioned
into key-values, the keys share a common prefix, which is the UUID of the object.
Currently, we distribute keys to Kreon servers based on their key, thus each data
part resides on the same server, which hinders the performance of operations.

Figure 3.1b shows the performance of the systems when the load increases. We
use 100 MB objects and increase the clients’ threads to increase the load to the
servers. We notice that H3 performs from 1.54× to 2.29× higher throughput for
PUT operations and from 1.27× to 2.13× higher throughput for GET operations.
In the case of H3, PUT operations reach approximately 3 GB/s and not maximum
device write throughput, due to the fact we use data replication factor of 2, thus
each object needs to be replicated to an other server. We observe that GET
operations reach 13.2 GB/s, which is the maximum device read throughput. In the
case of MinIO, the system reaches up to approximately 2 GB/s for PUT operation,
for the reason that it uses erasure coding for data protection, meaning that each
PUT operation requires all servers. Additionally, MinIO reaches approximately
8.4 GB/s for GET operations, and as the workload increases we discover a drop
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(a) Single thread performance for varying object sizes

(b) Multi-thread performance objects of 100MB

Figure 3.1: Performance comparison of H3lib and MinIO
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Figure 3.2: Average write and read performance

in GET operation performance, since the device is saturated and more pending
operations are waiting to be served.

H3Fuse overhead evaluation.In order to measure the potential overheads
that the FUSE layer imposes, we assess the write and read performance of a
filesystem against H3FUSE, using as the storage backend the same filesystem. Our
evaluation setup consists of a single node that is equipped with an AMD EPYC
7551P 32-Core Processor with 64 threads, running at 2 GHz, and DDR4 RAM
with capacity of 128 GB running at 2667 MHz. For storage we use a Samsung
NVMe SSD 970 EVO Plus 250GB and XFS as the filesystem. We measure the
storage device’s write and read performance using the dd tool, with 16 MB block
size, a total of 64 block copies, and with O DIRECT option to perform direct I\O.
We achieve 2 GB/s of write performance and 3.1 GB/s of read performance. In
order to measure filesystem and H3FUSE performance, we use IOzone [4]. IOzone
is a filesystem benchmark tool that generates and measures filesystem performance
for write, read, and other operations. In this work we assess the write and read
performance of the two components.

Figure 3.2 shows the average performance of H3FUSE compared to the local
filesystem, measured in MB/s. IOzone performs operations on varying file sizes
ranging from 64 KB to 512 MB and varying record sizes ranging from 4 KB to
16 KB. Record sizes indicate the size IO request to the underlying device. We ob-
serve that the average write throughput for H3FUSE is approximately 370MB/s
and for the local filesystem approximately 1.7 GB/s. Furthermore, the read
throughput for H3FUSE is approximately 1.3 GB/s and for the local filesystem ap-
proximately 5.5 GB/s. We notice that the read throughput of the local filesystem
exceeds the underlying storage device throughput, due to the fact that some files
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Figure 3.3: Spark performance comparison

are cached and retrieved from memory, instead of the device. The results of the
benchmark show that performance degradation caused by FUSE can reach 78.2%
for write operations, and 76.6% for read operations.

Spark performance comparison. We compare the performance of Spark
executors when they utilize H3 and MinIO, by implementing h3-benchmark as
a Spark application. We use the same benchmark application for both H3 and
MinIO, because Spark uses Hadoop client libraries to communicate with the un-
derlying storage. In the case of H3, we utilize the Hadoop plugin we implemented,
and for MinIO, we use Hadoop’s s3a client, which is a connector between Hadoop
and Amazon’s S3 service. Since MinIO fully supports the S3 API, it is possible to
configure the client to communicate directly with MinIO, instead of a remote S3
storage. We choose which system to use by simply altering the path locations in
the benchmark. Thus, we use h3://mybucket and s3a://mybucket to communicate
with H3 and MinIO respectively.

Our setup consists of four server nodes and one client node. We use Kreon
and MinIO on the server nodes for the different benchmark runs, and Spark in
local standalone mode with 32 worker threads on the client node. Each server
is equipped with two Intel(R) Xeon(r) Processor E5-2620 v2 CPUs running at
2.1 GHz with 6 physical cores and 12 hyper-threads, for a total of 24 hyper-
threads, and DDR3 RAM with capacity of 128 GB running at 1333 MHz. They
run on Centos 7.3 with Linux kernel 4.4.182. As storage, the servers use a Samsung
NVMe SSD 960 EVO each, summing up to 1 TB of storage. The client is equipped
with an AMD EPYC 7551P 32-Core Processor with 64 threads, running at 2 GHz,
and DDR4 RAM with a capacity of 128 GB running at 2667 MHz.

Figure 3.3 shows the achieved performance in MB/s for H3 and MinIO. We
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Figure 3.4: RDD write and read performance

use the implemented Spark benchmark with 32 threads and 100 MB objects, for
a duration of 60 seconds. We notice that H3 achieves 3.64× higher throughput
for PUT operations and 1.24× higher throughput for GET operations. Addition-
ally, we observe that both systems do not reach full device utilization, due to
Hadoop plugin and s3a connector overheads. Since the plugin and connector emu-
late filesystems, additional logic is required to perform filesystem operations. For
example, an object that is stored in H3, may emulate a file or a directory. We
perform object listings using as a prefix the object’s name, in order to determine
the object’s status. Furthermore, the plugin integrates with H3lib through JNA,
which imposes additional overheads when moving data from Java to C, and vice
versa.

Since the benchmark does not utilize any Spark primitives, we implement a
microbenchmark to evaluate the write and read performance of a Resilient Dis-
tributed Dataset (RDD), which is a main data abstraction that Spark provides.
RDDs are immutable collections of elements that can be operated in parallel. The
microbenchmark loads in memory an external dataset as an RDD and then mea-
sures the execution time of the write and read to the underlying storage system.
We calculate the throughput by dividing the dataset size with the execution time.

Figure 3.4 demonstrates the write and read performance of an 8.9 GB RDD.
We observe that H3 achieves 2.97× higher throughput for the RDD write and
1.27× higher throughput for the RDD read. Additionally, we notice that the RDD
operations have lower overall throughput performance for both systems, compared
to the previous evaluation. The performance drop is caused by internal Spark
components. When an action is called on an RDD, Spark creates a directed acyclic
graph (DAG) and submits it to the DAG Scheduler. The DAG Scheduler creates
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stages of tasks that are based on partitions of the RDD, which are passed to a
Task Scheduler. The Task Scheduler sends the tasks to the workers, which execute
the task. Since we do not use RDDs in the previous evaluation, these overheads
do not exist.

3.2 MongoKreon

We evaluate the performance and efficiency of MongoKreon and MongoDB with
RocksDB as the storage engine, with the use of Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark
(YCSB) [7], an open-source framework that provides a common set of workloads
for evaluating the performance of different Key-Value stores. The framework also
allows the use of different key distributions. All workloads use a Zipfian distri-
bution, except workload D that follows a latest distribution, which is like Zipf,
except that the most recently inserted records are in the head of the distribution.
Table 3.1 shows what operations are performed in each workload.

We calculate efficiency in cycles/op as follows:

cycles/op =
CPU utilization

100 × cycles
s × cores

average ops
s

,

where CPU utilization is the average of CPU utilization among all processors,
excluding idle and I/O wait time, as given by mpstat. As cycles/s we use the per-
core clock frequency. average ops/s is the throughput reported by YCSB, and
cores is the number of system cores including hyperthreads.

Our testbed consists of a single server node and two seperate client nodes. The
server is equipped with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v3 CPUs running
at 2.4 GHz, with 8 physical cores and 16 hyper-threads, for a total of 32 hyper-
threads, and DDR4 RAM with capacity of 256 GB running at 2400 MHz. It uses
CentOS 7.3 as the operating system with Linux kernel 4.4.44. As storage devices,
we use six Samsung 850 PRO 250 GB SSDs, organized in a RAID-0 using Linux md
and 1 MB chunk size. Each of the clients is equipped with two Intel(R) Xeon(r)
Processor E5-2620 v2 CPUs running at 2.1 GHz with 6 physical cores and 12
hyper-threads, and DDR3 RAM with capacity of 128 GB running at 1333 MHz.
They also run on Centos 7.3 with Linux kernel 3.10. The client nodes access
the MongoDB server through TCP/IP with the use of a YCSB client driver. To
generate enough load for the server, we run 8 separate YCSB processes on each
client, each of them with 8 threads.

We now show results from a complete run for all YCSB workloads. We run the
workloads in the recommended sequence [6]: Load the database using the configu-
ration file of workload A, run workloads A, B, C, F, and D in a succession, delete
the whole database, reload the database with the configuration file of workload E
and finally run workload E. Each workload performs 100 million operations.

Figure 3.5a shows the throughput for each YCSB workload, using MongoDB
with Kreon and RocksDB as storage engines. We observe that Kreon improves
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A 50% reads, 50% updates
B 95% reads, 5% updates
C 100% reads
D 95% reads, 5% inserts
E 95% scans, 5% inserts
F 50% reads, 50% read-modify-write

Table 3.1: Core YCSB Workloads

(a) Throughput (b) Efficiency

Figure 3.5: MongoDB storage engines comparison

throughput from 1.07× up to 1.72× for all workloads, except Run A and Run E.
Considering workload Run A, Kreon has about 35% lower performance, due to the
fact that RocksDB provides a structure named WriteBatch, which holds a collec-
tion of updates to apply atomically to the database and allows to speed up bulk
updates by placing lots of individual mutations in the same batch. Since the work-
load follows a Zipfian distribution the WriteBatch structure absorbs the updates
that are performed on neighboring keys, which is ideal in regards to RocksDB.

In the case of Run E, Rocksdb has about 6× better performance in comparison
to Kreon, as a result of two reasons. Initially, RocksDB provides an optimization
for scan operations, which sets an upper bound to the range query. By setting
this option, RocksDB doesn’t have to find the next key after the upper bound,
and consequently some I/Os or computation can be avoided. When millions of
scans are performed, the performance difference can be significant. Additionally,
in regards to the Kreon implementation of the iterator that is delegated to the
cursor structure of MongoDB, the seek operation is not optimized. When the
cursor structure performs a seek, a new iterator is created internally in Kreon,
starting from the key that was seeked. Scan performance can be improved, if the
internal structure does not create a new iterator on every seek operation.

Figure 3.5b shows the efficiency in terms of cycles/op for the same workloads.
Kreon requires from 1.53× up to 4.09× less cycles/op across all workloads, except
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Run A and Run F, where we have about 53% and 11% lower efficiency respectively.
This is because the workload consists of read, update, and read-modify-write oper-
ations, which are translated to a get operation, modification of the value, and then
an update operation. For the previously described reasons about the WriteBatch
structure, RocksDB serves the update operation more efficiently.

Figure 3.6: Comparison of update operation with different distributions

Figure 3.6 demonstrates the significance of the WriteBatch structure, in regard
of the update operation. We evaluate the workload Run A with a uniform distri-
bution, on both storage engines, compared to the original Zipf. We observe that
the performance of Kreon increased by 2.11×, compared to the Zipfian Run A, and
by 2.12× compared to RocksDB, when the updates follow a uniform distribution.

These results show that even in a complicated production grade NoSQL system,
such as MongoDB, Kreon provides performance and efficiency benefits, and with
some additional optimizations in the update and scan operations it would provide
benefits for every supported operation.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we design H3, a High speed, High Volume, and High Availability
system, which offers object storage semantics over a high-performance key-value
store, named Kreon, and aims to offer cloud storage services in an HPC envi-
ronment. Additionally, we implement MongoKreon, an integration layer between
MongoDB and Kreon, that aims to improve MongoDB performance at the storage
level.

In the case of H3, our evaluation study shows that we achieve from 1.27× to
8.2× higher throughput performance compared to MinIO, an on-premises object
store. Additionally, we demonstrate that when a user utilizes H3 through a FUSE
layer, instead of altering their application to embed H3, the performance degrada-
tion may reach up to 78.2%. Furthermore, we evaluate the performance of Spark
applications when they use H3 as the underlying storage. Compared to MinIO,
we achieve from 1.24× to 3.64× higher throughput.

In the case of MongoKreon, we demonstrate that Kreon can improve the per-
formance of MongoDB by up to 1.72× and improve the efficiency of MongoDB in
terms of cycles per operation, by up to 4.09×. The evaluation shows that Kreon
can provide performance and efficiency benefits, even in a complicated production
grade NoSQL system, such as MongoDB.

4.1 Future Work

We plan to provide a fully compatible Amazon S3 interface over H3, by implement-
ing an Apache jclouds [2] Blobstore provider plugin. The plugin can be utilized
by s3proxy [15] , which allows applications to use the Amazon S3 API to access
other object stores. Consequently, the bucket names that H3 handles must be
DNS compliant, in order to support the S3 API.

Since H3 cannot enforce strict data protection semantics due to the fact that it
is a library layered on top of a key-value store and not a REST service, we plan to
implement elaborate authorization policies with the help of the back-end, in order
to support per bucket or object access control lists.

33
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H3 already supports a small set of attributes, but we plan to add functionality
for user defined attributes, to enable analytics for specific buckets or objects.

Additionally, we provide integration of H3 with Apache Spark applications
through an Apache Hadoop connector. Implementing a Spark connector which
integrates directly to Spark primitives will offer greater performance to Spark
applications.

Furthermore, in the scope of this thesis, we do not evaluate the TensorFlow
plugin, but we plan to perform benchmarks, in order to improve and optimize the
plugin for TensorFlow applications.

As far as the MongoKreon is concerned, we plan to optimize the scan operations
of the system. The seek of a scan operation is handled internally in Kreon. By
exposing this operation to the MongoKreon integration layer, we can improve the
scans by utilizing the native seek operation, instead of creating a new iterator at
each seek operation.

In addition, we show in Section 3.2 the benefits of the WriteBatch structure of
RocksDB, in regards to the update operations. We plan to implement a similar
structure in MongoKreon, in order to absorb update operations, and improve
performance.

Last but not least, currently MongoKreon supports the single node version of
Kreon. We plan to modify the integration layer to support the distributed version
of Kreon, in order utilize the benefits of distributed key-value stores.
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Appendix A

Restful H3 API

User Management API

CreateGroup(groupId, description) Create the specified group with a brief de-
scription.

DeleteGroup(groupId) Delete specified group.

AddUser(groupId, userId) Add a new user to specified group.

RemoveUser(userId) Remove specified user.

Login(userId) Login specified user.

Logout(userId) Logout the currently logged-in user.

Bucket API

CreateBucket(token, bucketName) Create a bucket with specified name.

DeleteBucket(token, bucketName) Delete bucket with specified name.

DeleteBuckets(token) Delete all buckets under the user’s group.

ListBuckets(token) List all buckets under the user’s group.
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Data API

Get(token, bucketName, objectName) Retrieve from the back-end the object un-
der specified bucket.

Set(token, bucketName, objectName,
value)

Write the object to the back-end under
specified bucket. The object must not ex-
ist.

Update(token, bucketName, objectName,
value)

Update the object under specified bucket.
The object must exist and its content is
overwritten.

Delete(token, bucketName, objectName) Delete the object from the back-end under
specified bucket.

Exists(token, bucketName, objectName) Lookup into back-end if object exists un-
der specified bucket.

Rename(token, srcBucket, srcName, dest-
Bucket, destName)

Rename source object into destination.
Both buckets must be owned by the same
group and destination object must not al-
ready exist.

Copy(token, srcBucket, srcName, dest-
Bucket, destName)

Copy source object into destination. Both
buckets must be owned by the same group
and destination object must not already
exist.

Stat(token, bucketName, objectName) If the object exists under specified bucket,
retrieve size from the metadata server.

File API

Open(token, bucketName, objectName,
accessMode)

Return a handle for the object under the
specified bucket.

Close(handle) Invalidate the handle, thus preventing fur-
ther operations on the object.

Seek(handle, offset, whence) Change stream position to offset, which is
interpreted relative to the position indi-
cated by whence.

Read(handle, size) Read up to ’size’ bytes from the object.
The starting position is set with the Seek
method.

Write(handle, size, value) Write up to ’size’ bytes from the ’value’.
The starting position is set with the Seek
method.
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Multipart API

CreateMultipartUpload(token, bucket-
Name, objectName)

Initiate a multipart upload and return an
upload ID.

UploadPart(token, uploadId, partNum-
ber, data)

Upload a part in a multipart upload.

UploadPartCopy(token, uploadId, part-
Number, srcBucket, srcObject)

Upload an existing object as a part in a
multipart upload.

ListParts(token, uploadId) List the parts that have been uploaded for
a specific multipart upload.

AbortMultipartUpload(token, uploadId) Abort a multipart upload. All parts that
have been uploaded are discarded.

CompleteMultipartUpload(token, uploa-
dId)

Complete a multipart upload. All parts
that have been uploaded are treated as a
single object.

ListMultipartUploads(token, bucket-
Name)

Return a list of in-progess multipart up-
loads under specific bucket.
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Appendix B

H3lib API

Bucket API

ListBuckets(handle, token, bucket-
NameArray, nBuckets)

List buckets associated to a user.

ForeachBucket(handle, token, function,
userData)

Execute a user function for each bucket.

InfoBucket(handle, token, bucketName,
bucketInfo, getStats)

Retrieve information about a bucket.

SetBucketAttributes(handle, token,
bucketName, attrib)

Set a bucket’s attribute.

CreateBucket(handle, token, bucket-
Name)

Create a bucket associated to a specific
user.

DeleteBucket(handle, token, bucket-
Name)

Delete a bucket. The bucket must be
empty to be deleted.

PurgeBucket(handle, token, bucketName) Delete all objects of a bucket.
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Object API

ListObjects(handle, token, bucketName,
prefix, offset, objectNameArray, nOb-
jects)

Retrieve objects that match the prefix.

ForeachObject(handle, token, bucket-
Name, prefix, nObjects, offset, function,
userData)

Execute a user provide function for each
matching object.

InfoObject(handle, token, bucketName,
objectName, objectInfo)

Retrieve information about an object.

SetObjectAttributes(handle, token,
bucketName, objectName, attrib)

Set an object’s attribute.

CreateObject(handle, token, bucket-
Name, objectName, data, size)

Create an object associated to a specific
user.

CreateObjectCopy(handle, token, bucket-
Name, srcObjectName, offset, size, dstO-
bjectName)

Copies a segment of an object into another
object. The new object must not exist.

CreateObjectFromFile(handle, token,
bucketName, objectName, descriptor,
size)

Create an object with data retrieved from
a file.

WriteObject(handle, token, bucketName,
objectName, data, size, offset)

Write an object associated to a specific
user. If the object exists it will be over-
written.

WriteObjectCopy(handle, token, bucket-
Name, srcObjectName, srcOffset, size,
dstObjectName, dstOffset)

Copy a part of an object into a new or
existing one.

WriteObjectFromFile(handle, token,
bucketName, objectName, descriptor,
size, offset)

Write an object with data retrieved from
a file. If the object exists it will be over-
written.

ReadObject(handle, token, bucketName,
objectName, offset, data, size)

Retrieve an object’s data, staring at offset.

ReadObjectToFile(handle, token, bucket-
Name, objectName, offset, descriptor,
size)

Retrieve data from an object and store in
a file.

CopyObject(handle, token, bucketName,
srcObjectName, dstObjectName, noOver-
write)

Copy an object provided the new name
doesn’t exist, unless it is explicitly allowed
by the user, in which case the previous
object will be overwritten.

MoveObject(handle, token, bucketName,
srcObjectName, dstObjectName, noOver-
write)

Rename an object provided the new name
doesn’t exist, unless it is explicitly allowed
by the user, in which case the previous
object will be overwritten.

ExchangeObject(handle, token, bucket-
Name, srcObjectName, dstObjectName)

Swap data between two objects. The des-
tination object must exist.

TruncateObject(handle, token, bucket-
Name, objectName, size)

Truncate an object to given size.

DeleteObject(handle, token, bucketName,
objectName)

Delete an object.
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Multipart API

ListMultiparts(handle, token, bucket-
Name, offset, multipartIdArray, Ids)

Retrieve a list of multipart objects.

CreateMultipart(handle, token, bucket-
Name, objectName, multipartId)

Initiate a multipart object associated to a
specific user.

CompleteMultipart(handle, token, multi-
partId)

Convert a multipart object into an ordi-
nary object by coalescing uploaded parts
ordered by their part-ID.

AbortMultipart(handle, token, multipar-
tId)

Deletes a multipart object along with all
uploaded parts, if any.

ListParts(handle, token, multipartId,
partInfoArray, nParts)

Retrieves information for each part of a
multipart object.

CreatePart(handle, token, multipartId,
partNumber, data, size)

Create a single part of a multipart object.

CreatePartCopy(handle, token, object-
Name, offset, size, multipartId, partNum-
ber)

Create a single part of a multipart object
from a pre-existing object.


